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Abstract
We study the optimal setup for observation of the CP asymmetry in neutrino fac-
tory experiments | the baseline length, the muon energy and the analysis method.
First, we point out that the statistical quantity which has been used in previous
works doesn’t represent the CP asymmetry, and hence cannot be used to measure
it.
Then we propose the more suitable quantity,  χ22, which is sensitive to the CP
asymmetry. We investigate the behavior of χ22 with ambiguities of the theoretical
parameters. The fake CP asymmetry due to the matter eect increases with the
baseline length. Therefore, the error in the estimation of the fake CP asymmetry
grows with the baseline length due to the ambiguities of the theoretical parameters.
Thus we insist that we lose the sensitivity to the genuine CP-violation eect in
longer baseline such as L  1000km.
Finally we examine the T-violation mode. We show that in this mode the gen-







The observation of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly by Super-Kamiokande [1] provided
us with convincing evidence that neutrinos have non-vanishing masses. There is another
indication of neutrino masses and mixings by the solar neutrino decit [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
These results give us the allowed region for the mixing angles and the mass square
dierences. By the observation of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly we can nd an
allowed region for sin θ23 and the larger mass square dierence ( δm231). The solar neu-
trino decit provides allowed regions for sin θ12[7] and the smaller mass square dierence
( δm221). Here, assuming three generations of the leptons, we denote the lepton mixing
matrix, which relates the flavor eigenstates (α = e, µ, τ) with the mass eigenstates with
mass mi (i = 1, 2, 3), by
Uαi =

 c13c12 c13s12 s13−c23s12 − s23s13c12eiδ c23c12 − s23s13s12eiδ s23c13eiδ





where cij(sij) is the abbreviation of cos θij(sin θij).
On the contrary, there is only an excluded region for sin θ13 from reactor experi-
ments [8]. Furthermore there is no constraint on the CP violating phase δ. The idea of
neutrino factories with muon storage rings were proposed [9] to determine these mixing
parameters1, and attracted the interest of many physicists [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20]. It was shown that it is indeed a very promising candidate for next generation
neutrino oscillation experiments. We can observe neutrino oscillation even if sin θ13 is as
small as 0.01. We will be able to detect also the CP violation eect in such experiments
[21, 22]. The possibility to observe CP violation by long baseline neutrino oscillation
experiments was discussed in Refs. [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] and many papers followed these
works.
However we have some questions concerning the prievious analyses of the CP-violation
eect.2 Some analyses state that the CP-violation eect is observed most eciently in the
neutrino factories with muon energy Eµ  50GeV and the baseline length L  3000km
[11, 20]. This seems strange since CP/T violation arises as a three generation eect [29];
No CP/T violation will be observed if the neutrino energy Eν , or equivalently the muon
energy, is so large that the approximation δm221L/Eν ’ 0 becomes valid. Indeed we can
derive very naively that Eµ  30GeV, energy lower by factor 2, is the most ecient for
L = 3000 km [19]. Furthermore the fake CP-violation eect due to the matter eect [30]
increases with baseline length. It means that the ambiguity in the estimate for the fake
CP violation increases with baseline length. If we take into account this ambiguity in the
analysis of the CP-violation eect, the sensitivity to CP violation will be decreased as
baseline length increases. It is very unlikely that we can observe the CP-violation eect
with such a long baseline. We will discuss these problems in this paper.
1And also the sign of δm231.
2Here, jδm231j ’ 3 10−3eV2 is assumed.
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Throughout this paper we assume that we will not consider any systematic errors in
experiments and that we can determine all the quantities such as particle energy. The only
error taken into account is statistical one. Based on this assumption, we will consider the
optimum experimental setup (muon energy Eµ and baseline length L) and a appropriate
analysis to observe the CP-violation eect.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a rough estimation of Eµ and L
considering that there are three generations [31]. We also consider the statistical qunatity
appropriate to observe CP-violation eect. There we assume that the parameters such as
θij ’s and δm
2
ij’s are known without ambiguity. We will discuss in section 3 the case where
the ambiguities of the parameters are taken into account. We present the requirement
on the number of muons and the mass of a detector to observe the CP-violation eect
through measurements of CP-conjugate oscillation channels. In section 4 we investigate T-
conjugate oscillation channels and nd that we should measure these channels to observe
the CP-violation eect in a neutrino factory. Finally a summary and the discussion is
given in section 5.
2 Most efficient muon energy and baseline length in
case of no ambiguity in theoretical parameters
We assume in this section that we know all the theoretical parameters exactly, i.e. without
ambiguity, except the CP violating phase δ.
Here we discuss the desirable setup of experiments to search for the eect of the lepton
CP violation in long baseline experiments. It is essential to select appropriate energy of
the neutrinos Eν and appropriate baseline length L to seek such a small eect. Supposing
that the neutrinos are obtained from the muon decay, we rewrite the condition on Eν to
that on the muon energy Eµ.
2.1 Rough estimation
There are two energy scales, δm221L and δm
2
31L, in the neutrino oscillation experiments.
We argue that
δm221L . Eν . δm231L (2)
is the condition to observe the leptonic CP violation most eectively. On one hand CP-
violation eects vanish when Eν is so large that Eν  δm231L holds. The CP-violation
eects appear when at least three kinds of non-degenerate neutrinos take part in the
oscillation [29], but in this case lighter two states are regarded to be almost degenerate.
It is seen in terms of the oscillation probabilities as
P (να ! νβ)− P (νβ ! να) / sin 21 + sin 32 + sin 13
’ sin 31 + sin 13
= 0,
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where ij  (δm2ijL)/(2E). On the other hand, low energy neutrinos such that Eν 
δm221L is also inappropriate because the heavier two states decouple from the system.
The oscillation term is averaged and thus the CP-violation eect is invisible with nite
resolution for neutrino energy, so that
sin 21 + sin 32 + sin 13
oscillate out−! 0. (3)
We thus expect that the CP-violation eect is most eectively observed when (2) is
satised.
The condition (2) was derived considering only the oscillation probabilities. What we
want to maximize, however, is not the oscillation probability itself but the event rate. We
must take into account the neutrino flux and cross section. A rough estimation of the
optimum neutrino energy in this case is given in Ref. [19]. The neutrino energy Eν is






Equation (4) can be written in terms of parent muon energy Eµ. The flux of νe, for
example, produced from muons is given in terms of x  Eν/Eµ by
fνe(x) = 12x
2(1− x), (5)















[3 10−3eV2] , (6)
for the oscillation experiments using the νe ! νµ channel and the νe ! νµ channel. The
result (6) disagrees to the analyses by several authors which state
Eµ  50GeV and L  3000km (7)
is the best choice to observe CP violation [11, 20]. We consider this discrepancy in the
next subsection.
2.2 Proper statistical quantity
As an experimental setup, we consider that Nµ muons decay at a muon ring. The neutrinos
extracted from the ring are detected at a detector if Eν is larger than a threshold energy
3The scaling law of the event rate to the neutrino energy changes at this energy [19].
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Eth. The detector has mass Mdetector and contains Ntarget target atoms. We assume that
the neutrino-nucleon cross section σ is proportional to neutrino energy as




0.67 10−38cm2/GeV for neutrinos,
0.34 10−38cm2/GeV for antineutrinos. (9)
The expected number of appearance events in the energy bin Ej−1 < Eν < Ej (j =
1, 2, . . . , n) is then given by

























Rj(να ! νβ; δ) 
∫ Ej
Ej−1





Nj(να ! νβ ; δ) = N0
E2µ
L2
Rj(να ! νβ; δ). (13)
Here we take units for Nµ and Mdetector to be 10
21 and 100kt respectively. These numbers
are very optimistic compared to the presently discussed value [13]. If it is necessary to
have much more numbers to see the CP-violation eect, it will be little hope to observe
such eect.
We will search for the CP-violation eect by measuring the energy spectra of appear-
ance event number, Nj(δ)  Nj(να ! νβ; δ) and Nj(δ)  Nj(να ! νβ ; δ)4, where δ is
the true CP-violation angle. Hereafter we assume that we have twice larger NµMdetector
for antineutrinos, so that we observe the same event number if there is neither matter
eect nor CP-violation eect. Now we present two methods to measure the eect of CP
violation from these quantities.
One is to calculate the expected spectra of neutrino event number by eq.(10) assuming
CP is conserved, and to compare them with the observed spectra. The CP violation is
absent if sin δ = 0, namely δ = 0 or δ = pi. We need to check that Nj(δ) is dierent from
4We denote quantities related to antineutrinos by bars for simplicity if not confusing.
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both Nj(0) and Nj(pi) to state that CP violation is present, and hence we dene δ0 such


























where Rj(δ)  Rj(να ! νβ ; δ), Rj(δ)  Rj(να ! νβ; δ) and n is the number of bins. We




holds. Here χ290%(n) is the χ
2 value with n degrees of freedom at 90% condence level.
Since we need to distinguish Nj(δ) with both Nj(0) and Nj(pi), we require
χ21  min(χ21(0), χ21(pi)) > χ290%(n) (16)
to claim that the CP-violation eect is observed at 90% condence level.
The other is to compare the asymmetry to be observed Nj(δ)  Nj(δ)− Nj(δ) with





















to claim that CP violation eect is observed.
The lower bound of NµMdetector is given from eqs.(16) and (19) using eq.(11). We
show in Figs.1 and 2 the lower bound of NµMdetector to observe the CP-violation eect at
90% condence level comparing the νe ! νµ oscillation and the νe ! νµ oscillation. The
results for δ = pi/2 and δ = −pi/2 are shown. Other parameters are taken as
sin θ13 = 0.1, sin θ23 =
1p
2
, sin θ12 = 0.5, (20)




Figure 1: Necessary value of NµMdetector to observe the genuine CP-violation eect as a
function of muon energy Eµ and baseline length L, calculated using χ
2
1. (a-i) is a graph
for δ = pi/2 and (a-ii) is its contour plot. (b-i) and (b-ii) are the graphs for δ = −pi/2.
The other parameters are taken as in eqs.(20) and (21), with Eth = 1GeV. No signicant




Figure 2: Necessary value of NµMdetector calculated using χ
2
2. The graphs are qualitatively
dierent from that shown in Fig.1. We see that the rough estimation given in eq.(6) is
consistent with these graphs.
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Figure 3: Approximated matter density as a function of baseline length.
In this calculation the matter density is approximated to be constant on the baseline5, but
its value depends on the baseline length L. We calculate the averaged density of matter
ρ(L) as shown in Fig.3 according to the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) [33].
From this, we calculate the eective mass square due to the matter eect, a(L), which is
proportional to Eν . We also mention that the neutrino energy was not divided into bins,
since the event number is either increased or decreased by the CP-violation eect in all
the energy bins. There is no merit of binning in such a situation.
The authors of Ref.[13] state that the required beam intensity to observe CP-violation
eect is quite dierent for δ = pi/2 and δ = −pi/2. This is not the case, however, as we
see in Figs.1 and 2. The required sensitivity for the cases of δ = pi/2 and δ = −pi/2 turns
out to be almost equal6. They compared the expected event rate Nj(δ) only with Nj(0),
but in fact one must compare Nj(δ) with both Nj(0) and Nj(pi) as stated above.
Now let us investigate the properties of χ21 and χ
2
2 to understand Figs.1 and 2. We


























(2 cos 2θ13 − 1)(cos δ  1)
}2
(23)
5We consider the baseline length less than 4000 km so that the constant density approximation is
valid [32].
6In lower energy region, say Eν < (δm231L)/4, there is a slight dierence in the sensitivities due to
other contributions.
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sin 2θ12 sin 2θ23 sin 2θ13 cos θ13, (24)
A  sin2 θ23 sin2 2θ13, (25)
and Epeakν is the neutrino energy that give maximum value of the initial neutrino flux
fνα(x). We note that E
peak
ν is proportional to the muon energy Eµ. We nd that χ
2
1 is
a increasing function of Epeakν , and hence of Eµ. Thus we can obtain arbitrary large χ
2
1,
and we can seemingly achieve arbitrary high sensitivity to search for the CP-violation
eect, by increasing muon energy as shown in Fig.1. Thus the higher energy appears to
be preferable to observe the CP-violation eect as long as we consider χ21. This is the
reason of the apparent contradiction between eqs.(6) and (7). It is important, however,
to note that χ21 has nothing to do with the CP violation. The CP violation is brought
about by the only imaginary part of the mixing matrix, which is proportional to sin δ in
our parameterization. But χ21 does not depend on sin δ as seen in eq.(22), and it is by
no means a measure of CP violation. Thus the large value of χ21 does not mean that CP
violation is easy to observe. Moreover, the contribution of J/δ will be absorbed into the
ambiguity of A since A  J/δ is expected. Therefore χ21(δ0) is estimated to be too small
to be a useful statistical quantity of CP-violation search.
In this respect χ22 gives a good standard to observe CP violation. The criterion to
the presence of CP violation is given by eq.(19). Therefore we need to compare N(δ)
with N(δ0), not N(δ) with N(δ0) nor N(δ) with N(δ0). We nd in Fig.2 that the naive
estimation of the most ecient energy given by eq.(6) is satised.
To summarize the discussion presented above, we have claried two points which are
not taken into consideration by the former analyses:
1. The data to be observed N(δ) were compared with only the hypothetical data N(0)
in the former analyses. We have pointed out that N(δ) must be compared with
both N(0) and N(pi).
2. The CP-violation eect was considered as a dierence between N(δ) with N(0)
[ N(δ) with N(0)], which leads to the disagreement between eqs.(6) and (7). We
have pointed out that we need to compare the asymmetry N(δ) with that in the
absence of the CP violation N(δ0). We conrmed with this method that the most
ecient energy to observe the CP-violation eect is given by eq.(6).
Taking into account these two points, we consider experimental conditions to observe the
CP-violation eect in the following section.
3 Feasibility of CP violation search in presence of the
ambiguities of the parameters
In this section we consider the feasibility of CP violation search. We consider the asym-
metry with χ22 exclusively for the reason stated in the previous section.
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Recall the scheme to observe the CP-violation eect developed in the previous section.
We assumed that the parameters such as θkl, δm
2
kl and a(L) are exactly known, so that
we can calculate Nj(δ0) and Nj(δ0). The values of these parameters, however, will have
ambiguities in practice, and hence we cannot estimate Nj(δ0) precisely. The genuine
CP-violation eect will be absorbed into the ambiguity of N(δ0) if the ambiguity of
N(δ0) is large. Therefore we must examine whether the CP-violation eect can be
absorbed in the ambiguities of the parameters.
Suppose that we use the parameters ~xi  f~θkl, δ ~m2kl, ~a(L)g, which are dierent from
the true values xi  fθkl, δm2kl, a(L)g, to calculate Nj(δ0) and Nj(δ0). We will estimate
the fake CP violation due to the matter eect as
 ~Nj(δ0) = ~Nj(δ0)− ~Nj(δ0), (26)
where
~Nj(δ0)  Nj(να ! νβ; f~xig, δ0) (27)
and
~Nj(δ0)  Nj(να ! νβ ; f~xig, δ0). (28)







instead of χ22(δ0). Here 
~Nj(δ0) is related to Nj(δ0) by






where δ~xi  ~xi−xi. The observed asymmetry Nj(δ) consists of the genuine CP-violation
eect and the fake one due to the matter eect. We have to subtract the matter eect,
but we cannot estimate precisely the fake CP violation  ~Nj(δ0) due to the ambiguities of
the parameters. In such a case the sensitivity to CP-violation search gets worse once the
ambiguities of the parameters are taken into account, since it is always possible to take
 ~Nj(δ0) to satisfy ∣∣∣Nj(δ)− ~Nj(δ0)∣∣∣  jNj(δ)−Nj(δ0)j , (31)
or equivalently
~χ22  χ22, (32)
by adjusting ~xi’s. We can further argue that we lose more sensitivity as the baseline length
gets longer. Let us illustrate the outline described above in detail. The CP asymmetry
of probabilities
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A(fxig, δ)  P (να ! νβ; fxig, δ)− P (να ! νβ ; fxig, δ) (33)
consists of the genuine CP asymmetry ACPV(fxig, δ) and the fake one ACPM(fxig, δ), so
that
A(fxig, δ) = ACPV(fxig, δ) + ACPM(fxig, δ). (34)
We need to subtract A(fxig, δ0) from A(fxig, δ), but instead we subtract A(f~xig, δ0) due
to the ambiguities of the parameters and obtain
~ACPV(δ)  ACPV(fxig, δ) + ACPM(fxig, δ)−A(f~xig, δ0). (35)





2 sin2 θ23 sin























in eq.(36) is expected to be much larger than J/δ in eq.(37) with a long baseline
7. Thus
the ambiguity of the fake CP-violation eect, ACPM(fxig, δ)−A(f~xig, δ0), can absorb the
genuine CP-violation eect ACPV, so that ~ACPV , or equivalently ~χ
2
2, becomes signicantly








The important point is to distinguish the contribution of the matter eect from that of
the genuine CP-violation eect. We note for this purpose that the dependence of the
7This is not true when sin2 θ13 is very small, but CP-violation eect becomes too small to observe in
such a case.
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Figure 4: Necessary value of NµMdetector to observe the CP-violation eect as a function
of muon energy and baseline length, for δ = pi/2 and Eth = 1GeV. The theoretical
parameters have ambiguities given as in eq.(41). Hence these graphs are obtained using
not χ22 but X
2
2 . The sensitivity to the genuine CP asymmetry is lost in long baseline
region such as L & 1250km as we estimate in eq.(44).
matter eect on the neutrino energy at lower energy region is dierent from that of the
genuine CP-violation eect. Thus we expect that we can separate the matter eect from
the genuine CP-violation eect by observing the energy dependence of the oscillation
phenomena, and calculate X22 ’s using ve dierent binning methods described below.
The condition eq.(39) is imposed on the largest value of the ve X22 ’s to determine the
necessary value of NµMdetector.
 Divide the energy interval Eth < Eν < Eµ into xed number of bins. The number
of bins is taken to be 1, 5, and 10 (Hereafter referred to as \1 Bin", \5 Bin" and
\10 Bin", respectively). The width of each bin changes as Eth or Eµ changes. Note
that Eν is not observed and only the total number of events is considered in 1 bin
case.
 Divide the energy interval Eth < Eν < Eµ into the bins with xed energy width.
The bin width is taken to be 1 GeV and 5 GeV (Referred to as \resolution 1GeV"
and \resolution 5GeV"). The total number of bins depends on Eth and Eµ.
We present in Figs.4 and 5 the required value of NµMdetector obtained from eq.(39)
to observe the CP-violation eect in 90% condence level. There the ambiguities of all
the parameters (θkl’s, δm
2
kl’s and a(L)) are taken into account. Their true values are
taken to be the same as the previous section and all the parameters are assumed to have
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Figure 5: Same gures as Fig.4, but here Eth = 5GeV.
ambiguities of 10 %, namely δxi/xi = 0.1, so that
0.09 < sin ~θ13 < 0.11,
0.9p
2
< sin ~θ23 <
1.1p
2
0.45 < sin ~θ12 < 0.55,
2.7 10−3eV2 < δ ~m231 < 3.3 10−3eV2, (41)
0.9 10−4eV2 < δ ~m221 < 1.1 10−4eV2,
0.9a(L) < ~a(L) < 1.1a(L).
We nd in both gures that we cannot observe the genuine CP-violation eect when L is






2 sin2 θ23 sin




is a decreasing function of L, which means that the sensitivity to the CP violation is
lost as the baseline length gets larger. The condition on L is roughly estimated by




2 sin2 θ23 sin
2 2θ13 cos 2θ13 + (2 cos 2θ13 − 1)J/δ cos δ
. (43)
Let us put the parameters shown in eqs.(20), (21) and δ = pi/2 into eq.(43) as an example.
We obtain
L . 1250km, (44)
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Figure 6: The most eecient binning method to observe the genuine CP asymmetry for
various muon energies and baseline lengths for Fig.4.
which is consistent with the results seen in Figs.4 and 5.
We show in Fig.6 the binning method which has the best sensitivity to the CP viola-
tion. As we expected, the dierence of the total event rate (1 Bin analysis) is the best
criterion to observe the CP-violation eect in shorter baseline eq.(44). On the other hand,
in longer baseline 1 Bin analysis is not eective. We cannot observe the CP-violation eect
from the dierence of the total event rate when the baseline length L is longer and the
neutrino energy Eν is also high so that (δm
2
31L/4E)  0.5, as seen from eqs.(35) and (36).
Indeed as shown in Fig.6, the most ecient binning method is dierent from the 1 Bin
method. It means that it is very important to see the dierence of the energy dependence
between the matter eect and the genuine CP-violation eect. We can understand the
importance by nding the threshold energy dependence. We show in Fig.5 the graphs
same as Fig.4 but the threshold energy Eth = 5GeV. In this case we cannot observe the
large dierence of the energy dependence. We see the sensitivity in Fig.5 is much worse
compared with that in Fig.4.
Finally we note that the subleading term
(2 cos 2θ13 − 1)J/δ cos δ (45)
in eq.(36) gives sizable contribution to calculate the fake CP violation. Therefore it gives a
signicant error in the estimation of the pure CP violation. Furthermore, the ambiguities
of sin θ12 and δm
2
21 will be probably much larger than that of other parameters so it is
likely that they give a crucial ambiguity in the estimate of the CP-violation eect. The
values of sin ~θ23, sin ~θ13, δ ~m
2
31 and ~a(L) which minimize χ
2
2 lied well inside the region given
15
in eq.(41) while, sin ~θ12 and δ ~m
2
21 lied at the bound of the region (say, sin
~θ12 = 0.45
and δ ~m221 = 0.9  10−4 eV2). It means that they will give more fake CP violation if
the ambiguities of the parameters are larger. Actually, these two parameters will not be
determined precisely without dedicated experiments.
4 Feasibility of T violation search in presence of the
ambiguities of the parameters
In this section, we investigate whether we can see T violation in neutrino factories. Since
as long as the constant density approximation holds, the dierence between T conjugate
mode is proportional to the imaginary part of the lepton couplings [24, 34]. We can expect
that this dierence cannot be hidden by the matter eect.
In this section we redene
Nj(δ)  N(να ! νβ) (46)
and
Nj(δ)  N(νβ ! να), (47)
where α, β = e, µ, τ , and ν denotes neutrinos and antineutrinos collectively. We want to
identify the T-violation eect from Nj(δ) and Nj(δ), but these two energy spectra cannot
be compared since the initial flux of the neutrinos are completely dierent. For example,
the flux of νµ obtained from the muon decay is given in terms of x  Eν/Eµ by
fνµ(x) = 2x
2(3− 2x), (48)
which is dierent from fνe(x) given by eq.(5). We consider a quantity
Nj(δ)− Nj(δ0)Nj(δ0)
Nj(δ)  Nj(δ0)Nj(δ)−Nj(δ0) Nj(δ) (49)


















We calculate X23 using the ve binning methods given in the section 3. We again require
X23 > χ
2
90% for the largest X
2
3 among the ve X
2
3 , say, to conclude that T-violation eect
is present with 90% condence level.
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Figure 7: NµMdetector calculated using X
2
3 in the T-violation mode. 1 Bin method is taken
at almost all points (Eµ, L). The parameters are given as in eq.(41), with δ = pi/2 and
Eth = 1GeV.
Fig.7 shows the similar plot to Fig.4 for the T-violation search. We nd that the
sensitivity to T violation is indeed given by eq.(6) for given baseline length L.8 It scales








Thus the baseline length should be as long as possible, and the muon energy Eµ should
be taken to satisfy eq.(4).
The naive estimation presented in Section 2.1 is well applicable to the T-violation
search, since the matter eect was avoided in this case. Accordingly no binning of neutrino
energy is necessary.
To summarize the results of Section 3 and Section 4, the most hopeful way to identify
the CP-violation eect using the neutrino factory is to compare the event rate of T-
conjugate channels, such as Nj(νe ! νµ) and Nj(νµ ! νe). In such experiments the
measurement of the neutrino energy is not necessary; total count of neutrino events is
sucient to identify the presence of the CP-violation eect. The baseline length L should
be as long as possible, and the optimum neutrino energy is given by eq.(4).
5 Summary and Discussion
We discussed the optimum experimental setup and the optimum analysis to see the CP
violation eect.
8There is a slight dierence in the estimation of µ energy from the energy in (6) due to the dierence
of the flux shape.
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We rst gave an rough estimation of the most ecient experimental setup. We need
δm221 . Eν . δm231 to observe CP violation eciently.
We then examined how to analyze the data of experiments to conrm the naive esti-
mation. We studied with two statistical quantities, χ21 (eq.(16)) and χ
2
2 (eq.(18)). Usually
χ21 is used in analyses of neutrino factories. We can test by this whether the data can
be explained by the hypothetical data calculated assuming no CP-violation eect. We
saw, however, that this quantity is sensitive to the CP conserved part of the oscillation
probability. Hence we concluded that it cannot be used to measure CP violation. On
the other hand, we can test with χ22 whether the asymmetry of oscillation probabilities of
neutrinos and antineutrinos exists. We have seen that χ22 is sensitive to the CP violating
part of the oscillation probability, and thus it is suitable quantity to measure the CP
violation.
Then we investigated the influence of the ambiguities of the theoretical parameters on
χ22. Since the matter eect causes the dierence of the oscillation probabilities between
neutrinos and antineutrinos, we have to estimate the fake asymmetry to search for the CP
violation eect. However, we will always \overestimate" the fake CP violation due to the
ambiguities of the theoretical parameters, and hence we will always estimate the genuine
CP-violation eect too small. The matter eect increases as baseline length increases,
and we will lose the sensitivity to the asymmetry due to the genuine CP-violation eect
in longer baseline such as several thousand km.
We nally studied T asymmetry. There is no fake asymmetry due to environmental
eects such as the matter eect. We found that the naive expectation on CP violation
phenomena is indeed realized.
It is required to nd another way to see the CP-violation eect if we can observe
only appearance events of νe ! νµ and νe ! νµ. Otherwise we cannot observe the
CP violation eect in neutrino factories with long baseline ( 1000km) as the asymmetry
between neutrinos and antineutrinos.9 On the other hand we can observe the CP violation
eect as the T asymmetry very well. Therefore it is very important to establish a way to
observe this asymmetry experimentally.
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